Investigative journalism at its very best

WikiLeaks – The Forgotten Man		
Private Bradley Manning was the man US authorities allege stole classified military files, providing them
to WikiLeaks for publication.
While WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange battles to avoid extradition from the United Kingdom to Sweden,
on the other side of the Atlantic Bradley Manning is facing a court martial. If found guilty he could spend
the rest of his life in prison.
It’s a case that has all the hallmarks of a spy thriller. Bradley Manning was a US soldier serving in Iraq,
when he allegedly downloaded classified files onto a disk storing Lady Gaga songs. It’s alleged he then
confided what he’d done to a computer hacker. A short time later the authorities arrested Manning and
he’s been in a military jail ever since.
WIKILEAKS – THE FORGOTTEN MAN tells the story of Bradley Manning and the people who helped the
United States government build a case against him. The program explores the ferocious battle between
hackers and the US government as they pursue Julian Assange and WikiLeaks.
WIKILEAKS – THE FORGOTTEN MAN also talks to Juan Mendez, the United Nations Special Rapporteur
on Torture, about the treatment of Bradley Manning. Mr Mendez says Manning was subjected to cruel,
inhuman and degrading treatment during his “excessive and prolonged isolation” at Quantico Marine
Corps Base outside Washington.
The question remains: will Bradley Manning attempt to avoid a life sentence by turning against
Julian Assange?
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Sex, Lies And Julian Assange		
SEX, LIES AND JULIAN ASSANGE has recently sold to Canal + (France), N24 (Germany), RTVE (Ecuador),
Espresso Networks (Italy) and Carte Blanche (South Africa).
When Julian Assange arrived in Sweden in August 2010 he was greeted like a conquering hero.
But within weeks there was a warrant out for his arrest and he was being investigated for rape and sexual
molestation. Today he is taking sanctuary in the Ecuadorean Embassy in London, arguing he won’t receive
justice if he’s taken to Sweden and that US authorities are building a case for his extradition.
SEX, LIES AND JULIAN ASSANGE examines in detail what happened in those crucial weeks while
Julian Assange was in Sweden. What was the nature of his relationship with the two women who
claim he assaulted them? And what did they tell police that led the authorities to seek his arrest?
Both Assange and his supporters believe the attempt by authorities to force his return to Sweden is simply
the first step in a plan to see him extradited to the United States.
SEX, LIES AND JULIAN ASSANGE looks at claims the United States is working hard to unearth evidence that
would lead to a charge of “conspiracy to commit espionage” being made against Assange - which in turn
would be used in his extradition from Sweden. The program also documents the harassment experienced
by Assange’s supporters across the globe - including his Australian lawyer - and the FBI’s attempts to
convince some to give evidence against him.

